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I’m an entrepreneur, thinker, activist, wife to Rod and Mum to Bobby and Eve. I’ve just published my first book:

138 DATES: THE TRUE STORY OF ONE WOMAN’S SEARCH FOR EVERYTHING
Sign Up to Receive My 
Free Newsletter
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Five tips to finding the perfect partner online

by Rebekah Campbell | August 30, 2021

In 2012, I hadn’t been a date in ten years. I was 34, lonely and terrified of the future. I decided to hit the online dating sites on a mission to date one man every week for a year and find a husband. I started just on eHarmony and quickly added RSVP, Tinder and others […]
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How to meet the perfect husband on Tinder (yes, it’s possible!)

by Rebekah Campbell | July 17, 2021

It was a Sunday morning in 2014. I’d arrived home from breakfast to a find newspaper article positioned conspicuously on the coffee table. ‘Women over 35 should stop being so fussy,’ read the headline, followed by some observations by a male fertility specialist. I smiled sarcastically and thanked my mother for cutting it out.  Inside, my […]
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What New Zealand COVID quarantine is actually like – why managed isolation is better and worse than we expected

by Rebekah Campbell | August 27, 2020

I’m writing this behind a locked window and wire fence in Auckland’s M-Social Hotel.  Ten days ago, my husband Rod and I, along with our two young children Eve and Bobby, made a strange, nerve-wracking flight across international borders during COVID 19.

covid | lockdown | travel
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